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ABSTRACT 
This study conducts a survey of Chinese technical professionals regarding the impacts of their traditional 
respect and conformity values and manager’s power-distance leadership on fostering workers innovative 
values, such as values performance, risk taking, and tolerance for conflict instead of avoidance. The 
sample came from four types of ownership of firms across two business clusters in China. In the survey 
we find supports for the relationship between firm ownership and work-related values, and that 
manager’s leadership style mediates this relationship in that, participative type leading contributes 
positively, while power-distance type leading contributes negatively, to the foster. Further, although 
conformity reveals harming to innovative values fostering, respect appears to complement the influence. 
Keywords: Participative leadership, power-distance leadership, innovative values, respect  

INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, Chinese societies tend to take the inequality between the powerful and the powerless for 
granted because of social-order relationships derived from Confucianism [3]. In modern times, this 
inequality can be applied in the context of work units in terms of power-distance oriented values, 
including power-distance leading behavior of managers and distant values of followers, such as respect, 
high conformity, and avoidance of conflicting voices between superiors and inferiors [10]. These values 
of workers appear incompatible with modern work values that emphasizes innovation, risk taking, and 
open discussion, or a participative type management that stresses manager’s sharing of decision-making 
power with followers (e.g., [6]). Thus, even though participative leadership has been thought a useful 
way to empower employees and secure organizational commitment [8], researchers have long 
questioned its effectiveness in Chinese society because of its power- distance culture. 

The purposes of this study aims to explore the linkage between the type of firm ownership and work 
values of Chinese technical workers, and whether manager’s leadership style mediates the impacts of 
Chinese old values, such as respect, conformity and power-distance leading, on fostering modern work 
values such as values performance, risk taking, and tolerance for conflict instead of avoidance. The 
samples came from employees of enterprises in two regions: Shanghai and Qindau of Shandong (SD) 
province China.  

THEORETICAL GROUNDING 

Chinese social traditionalism was founded on Confucius’s “hierarchy-for-harmony” philosophy, which 
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structured social interpersonal relationships into mutual, dyadic forms and hierarchical duties, such that 
most paired relationships reflected a dominant–subservient form. According to Hofstede and Bond [4], 
these ideas reflect a dynamic, future- and past-oriented, or positive- and negative-oriented perspective. 
On the positive side, because of deeply rooted reverence values, the Chinese tend to be respectful, 
compliant, and diligent; on the negative side, people may avoid opposition for fear of disturbing the 
predetermined relationships, and their respect for authority may lead them to adjust to the superior’s 
demands. Consequently, these mental perplexities often cause confusion in Chinese workers in 
separating the professional from the personal conflict [2].  

To create a diversified climate, Western organizations often pursue creative contexts and encourage 
employees to instigate new executable ideas (e.g., [1]). This Western style, which also emphasizes group 
harmony, differs from the Chinese collective orientation, which asserts conformity and social-order 
relationships [4]. The management approaches Western firms use enforce scientific methods rather than 
nepotism and job steadiness to appraise, and they control workers’ performance by enhancing 
productivity. These modern work values, which have been highlighted as innovative values, including 
conflict tolerance, risk taking, autonomy, and evaluation of performance (e.g., [7]), are humanity and 
technology oriented, to generate an open discussion environment. 

Organizational culture refers to the pattern of shared values and beliefs that help individuals understand 
organizational functions and norms for behaviors in the organization (Schein, 1992). Both power-distant 
culture and suppressed conformity, which often arises from managers’ power-distance traditionality, 
signify negative features, while the positive value of respect helps generate mutual and trustworthy 
benefits [10]. The respect concept is similar to several Western work values, such as allowance for 
mistakes, tolerance for different voices, and respect for different stances, for harmonious work 
relationships (e.g., [12] [13]). In essence, participative leadership is contrary to power-distance-type 
management practices [5]. Therefore, our first research question: 

Question 1: In Chinese work environment, would followers’ perception of their managers’ power- 
distance leadership behavior correlate to their respect and conformity values, job attributes, and 
innovative work cultures? 

The Foreign Control Businesses (FCBs) induce Chinese businesses to switch to a Western-style 
management and enterprise systems (Ralston et al., 2006). Consequently, the reform has given rise to 
three types of Chinese firms: FCBs, Government Owned Enterprises (GOEs), and Privately Owned 
Enterprises (POEs). The GOEs, which are characterized by rigidity and hierarchy or power-distance firm 
culture, have reflected the image of Chinese firms since the Communist era because of the 
social-cultural environment in which they operate (e.g., [5]). The POEs are smaller than the other firm 
types, and many do not have well-defined hierarchical structures; rather, they are entrepreneurial and 
family oriented, featuring a combined culture of adhocracy and clan orientation [9]. In terms, the FCBs 
and POEs are newer forms than GOEs, in terms of Westernized level and organizational culture domain 
preferences. Thus, our second question:  



Question 2: Would the work values of employees among the three types of ownership firms differ in that, 
the GOEs are the most traditional, the FCBs are the most innovative, and the POEs fall somewhere in 
between? 

Because of the relatively high value on conformance and social-order relationships, Chinese managers 
are often conservative, relationship based, and power distant (e.g., [4] [10]). Indeed, cross-cultural 
studies show that Chinese workers, especially GOE employees, are more familiar with the leader 
behavior of power distance than participation because they have been exposed to authoritarian and 
collectivist leadership styles for decades (e.g., [5]). This stereotype of Chinese manager raises an 
important question with regard to the interplay between old and new values: Can adjustment of manager 
leadership behavior from a power-distance to a participative style foster new concepts?  

Managers may play a mediator role in fostering subordinates’ new cultural values. In particular, 
work-related values reflect patterns of shared assumptions and values that work well enough to be 
considered valid and therefore are taught to new members of the group for correct work behaviors [11]. 
Mediators are concerned with an external physical event or psychological-level information that 
transforms the influence between input and consequence variables in some way. Thus, manager 
leadership behavior that either adapts to bureaucratic control or employs coordination management may 
interrupt subordinate initial assumptions about “doing the right work” in the organizations. Therefore, 
our question pertains to whether a change of leadership behavior can change the organizational culture.  

Question 3: Whether participative leadership mediates positively (i.e., reduce) the negative effects given 
by power-distance leadership and follower’s respect and conformity values on fostering innovative work 
values? 

RESEARCH PROCEDURE 

Sampling   

This study applied a questionnaire survey approach using technical professionals as the sample to 
investigate the questions. Questionnaires were distributed to knowledge-intensive or technical personnel 
employed in FCB, GOE, and POE high-tech organizations in Shanghai and Qindau area China, in title of 
the four types of firm ownership: FCBs, GOEs, and POEs owned respectively by local Shandongese and 
Taiwanese, that is, POE-SD and POE-TW. After invalid questionnaires were removed, 584 
questionnaires remained for the final analysis. 

Technical sectors in emerging countries are often the first sectors to experience Western-style 
management practices. Economic reforms in China began in the early 1980s. Joint ventures between 
Chinese and foreign firms that employ advanced technologies have led to the founding of thousands of 
technology-based enterprises and science parks in Shanghai area. In addition, Confucianism also has 
spread to other Asian countries. Taiwan is the largest overseas Chinese community. Despite Taiwan’s 
positioning, Hampel and Chang [2] conclude that Taiwanese enterprises tend to follow the Chinese 



family business model: paternalistic and autocratic, with centralized decision making and low trust in 
subordinates. Taiwanese technical companies in Shanghai area are mostly POEs started by local 
Taiwanese. These multifaceted modernization and societal features suggest that it is proper to collect 
sampling data across the two regions to examine how modern work styles apply in Chinese societies. 

Measuring Instruments 

Four sets of measurements, manager leadership style, respect and conformity values, innovative work 
values, and employee attributes, were designed, all of which used seven-point Likert-type scales, ranging 
from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”). Their corresponding CFA models indicated 
discriminant and convergent validities, and CFA with common variance factor models indicated that the 
measurements included no common method biases. 

RESULTS 

Tests of Question 1: Correlations among Traditional and Modern Innovative Values  

The empirical results indicate that the means of all value variables are greater than 4.0, the median of a 
seven-point Likert-type scale, except the mean of power-distance leadership style, which have a value of 
3.3. In the correlations, all participative leadership and innovative values, including conflict tolerance, 
values performance, risk taking, mistake allowance, autonomy, and the two knowledge and morality 
attributes, are all positively correlated, except those to conformity and power-distance leadership, which 
are all negatively correlated. Further, though respect correlates positively to power-distance leadership 
and conformity value, it differs from these two traditional values in all the correlation directions 
regarding participative leading and the five innovative values. The two attribute variables, job 
knowledge and job morality, also are both negatively correlated with conformity and power-distance 
leadership, while they are both positively correlated with respect. Although these findings suggest that 
modern management practices are more positively related to workers’ attributes than Chinese 
traditionalism, they also suggest the continuing, positive impact of the traditional value of respect in 
existing work-unit contexts on fostering new concepts.  

Tests of Question 2: Differences among the Four Types of Ownership Firms   

Multivariate Analysis of Covariance Tests indicate that the GOEs scored significantly higher than the 
other three ownership types on the three traditional values—power-distance leadership behavior and the 
two values of conformity and respect. The GOEs also reported the lowest value scores in all innovative 
work value dimensions, with conflict tolerance significantly lower than the other three types of 
ownership. Conversely, the FCBs reveal the highest scores in all the five innovative values with 
significances on conflict tolerance and values performance. Interestingly, the four ownership types all 
seem to stress a participative type management, in that their average rating on this approach are all over 
5.0 on a seven Likert type scale. On the other hand, their uses of a power-distance leadership style, with 
mean scores all below 4.01, appear dropping.  



Tests of Question 3: Analysis of Manager Leadership Style as a Mediator  

Hierarchical regression examines manager’s participative leadership mediating the impacts of manager’s 
power-distance leading and the two traditional values on workers’ innovative values. The results suggest 
that the effects of conformity are all negative, and those of respect are all positive, implying the value of 
respect improves the likelihood that Chinese firms foster modern work values, while a conformity value 
appears to impair fostering. The non-significance of firm ownership suggests that firm ownership is not 
significantly related to these mediation effects, namely, the mediation is effective across the four types of 
firm ownership.          

Regarding the mediation of power-distance leadership, the negative coefficient magnitudes of 
conformity across all regression models become markedly smaller, while the effects of respect remain 
similarly significant, when we insert this power-distance variable. In contrast, for the mediation of 
participative leadership, the positive coefficient magnitudes of respect and the negative impacts of both 
conformity and power distance become markedly smaller and significant when we insert this 
participative style variable into the models. Furthermore, according to the magnitudes of △R-square, 
these mediation effects are particularly salient for the modern work values of conflict tolerance and 
value performance, followed by mistake allowance, autonomy, and risk taking.   

DISCUSSION 

Respect, Conformity, and Power-distance Traditionalism and Modern Work Values  

Given six Western cultural values and three Chinese traditional values, the current results show that 
though Western aspects are better able to develop workers’ job attributes than Chinese traditionalism, 
respect as an old Chinese culture tradition is also helpful in the facilitation. Specifically, in contrast with 
conformity and power distance, respect shows consistent positive directions with participative leadership 
and other modern values.  

Power-Distance and Participative Leadership Behaviors in Chinese Firms 

Economic reform has given rise to four types of Chinese firms: GOEs, FCBs, and the two POEs. Our 
findings indicate that GOEs are the most traditional among the four; they not only scored the highest on 
power-distance leadership and respect and conformity tradition values but also fostered the least modern 
work values. However, the GOEs scored equally on participative leadership to their two counterparts. 
This may imply that though today’s GOEs remain mostly traditional, performing like other large firms in 
mature life cycles, they share similar participative leadership characteristics to the FCBs and the POEs.  

Adjusting Power-Distance Leadership to Participative Leadership   

The mediation analyses in this study show that managers’ power-distance leadership behavior account 
for a significant part of the negative impact of subordinate conformity on modern work cultures; 
however, power-distance leadership exerts no mediation effect on the positive impact of subordinate 



respect value. In contrast, participative leadership behavior generates significant mediating effects on all 
the impacts given by the three traditional values. That is, participative leadership can not only reduce the 
negative impacts of both conformity and power-distance leadership but also exert a positive impact on 
respect value. Organizational culture assigns values and beliefs that indicate correct behaviors in the 
organization. These findings thus also confirm the role of managers in delivering such behavioral 
instructions. Managers with participative leadership behavior can especially adjust the negative impacts 
created in power-distance-oriented work environments.  
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